Amphiphilic helical peptide enhances the uptake of single-walled carbon nanotubes by living cells.
The success of many projected applications of carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) to living cells, such as intracellular sensors and nanovectors, will depend on how many CNTs are taken up by cells. Here we report the enhanced uptake by HeLa cells of single-walled CNTs coated with a designed peptide termed nano-1. Atomic force microscopy showed that the dispersions were composed of individual and small bundles of nano-1 CNTs with 0.7- to 32-nm diameters and 100- to 400-nm lengths. Spectroscopic characterizations revealed that nano-1 disperses CNTs in a non-covalent fashion that preserves CNT optical properties. Elemental analyses indicated that our sample preparation protocol involving sonication and centrifugation effectively eliminated metal impurities associated with CNT manufacturing processes. We further showed that the purified CNT dispersions are taken up by HeLa cells in a time- and temperature-dependent fashion, and that they do not affect the HeLa cell growth rate, evidence that the CNTs inside cells are not toxic under these conditions. Finally, we discovered that approximately 6-fold more CNTs are taken up by cells in the presence of nano-1 compared with medium containing serum but no peptide. The fact that coating CNTs with a peptide enhances uptake offers a strategy for improving the performance of applications that require CNTs to be inside cells.